Nexon Asia Pacific achieves Microsoft Gold Cloud CRM
and ERP competency
Providing customers with solutions they need to succeed in a cloud-first digital world

SYDNEY, AUSTRALIA - February 27, 2017 –Nexon Asia Pacific (Nexon), an Australian cloud and managed service provider who delivers dynamic
I.T. to mid-market businesses, today announced its attainment of Microsoft’s Gold Cloud Customer Relationship Management competency. It has also
previously achieved Gold Enterprise Resource Planning Competency as well as Silver Data Analytics Competency. The achievement demonstrates
Nexon’s commitment and dedication to meet customers’ evolving needs in today’s highly dynamic marketplace as well as to distinguish itself within
Microsoft’s partner ecosystem in Australia.
Microsoft’s Gold Partner competencies are designed to recognise ‘The Best of The Best’ in their Partner community. To achieve a Gold competency
a Microsoft partner must demonstrate their commitment to excellence by ensuring its team is certified to the highest levels, its solutions meet or
exceed the expectations of their customers and that the Partner is committed to deliver leading solutions on the Microsoft Platform. Nexon
demonstrates this at all levels.
This achievement demonstrates Nexon’s commitment to meet Microsoft’s mission and helping customers drive digital business transformation.
Nexon’s CRM and ERP solutions provide customers with agility, visibility and performance needed in today’s marketplace. Nexon (through the
acquisition of Praxa) have had a longstanding partnership to provide users with business management and operational solutions that helped
organisations improve business outcomes.
“Achieving Microsoft Gold Dynamics CRM and ERP competency reflects our continued commitment to help customers with their business challenges
and keeping pace with the evolving business landscape,” said Cliff Herbison, General Manager, Business Applications, Nexon. “Nexon has a deep
knowledge of Microsoft solutions including Skype for Business, Office 365 amongst many others, and has continued to work closely with Microsoft to
provide customers with the solutions they need to succeed in a cloud-first digital world.”

Microsoft Dynamics 365 (formally known as Dynamics CRM Online) is a commercial off-the-shelf product built as a platform for mid to large
enterprises to provide secure and reliable access to detailed client information, streamlined business processes, collaborative tools and much more, all
within one easy-to-use and highly configurable interface. It aims to increase productivity by organising and automating business processes that nurture
client interactions and satisfaction while providing complete visibility about all client’s connections, relationships and correspondences.
As a cloud and managed service provider, Nexon is in the business of deeply connecting people with innovative technology, in productive and
efficient ways such as Nexon Absolute, a suite of Microsoft Office 365 complementary managed services that delivers businesses a complete
communications, collaboration and mobile environment. Nexon is also the holder of various Microsoft competencies including
·

Gold Hosting

·

Silver Communications

·

Silver Cloud Productivity

·

Silver Data Centre

·

Silver Midmarket Solution Provider

About Nexon Asia Pacific
Founded in 2000, Nexon is an Australian cloud and managed service provider specialises in providing business technology solutions to dynamic
mid-market businesses. Its solutions offerings include cloud services, unified communications, network infrastructure and business applications. The
company’s mission is to deeply connect people in productive and efficient ways. Nexon serves clients both across Australia and in some countries in
the Asia Pacific region and employs approximately 150 business and technology professionals. It has won numerous awards over the years for its
development of innovative cloud and unified communications solutions. For more information about Nexon, visit its website at
http://www.nexon.com.au.
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